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 WATER TURBINES
runner has been modified so as to act as its own balancing disk Here the
radial clearance between the runner and the casing is reduced to a minimum.
The two faced rings on the front, and back faces of the runner work, with
a normal clearance of about 0-02 in., over corresponding rings on the turbine
casing. Any unbalanced force on the runner, say to the left, causes it to
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move to the right, increasing the clearance
between the left-hand rings and reducing
that between the right-hand rings.    This
reduces the pressure in the left-hand space,
and increases that in the right-hand space
until a position of equilibrium is attained.
Balance Piston for Vertical Turbines —
In the case of a vertical  shaft turbine,
installed at the bottom of a wheel pit and
transmitting its power through a long ver-
tical shaft, the vertical load to be carried
is very large, and to obviate the necessity
of carrying the whole of this load on a
mechanical thrust bearing, balancing pis-
tons   have  been used  in a number  of
cases.     Fig.  12   shows  this method  as
applied in the case of the double Francis
turbines of the Canadian Niagara Power
Company.   Here the weight of the rotat-
ing parts is   120 tons, and is balanced
partly by the upward  pressure on the
bottom face of the lower runner, water
under  the  full  pressure of the supply
head, 133 ft., being admitted to a balance
chamber beneath this runner, and partly
by the upward pressure on the rotating
balance piston, which is subject to the
same pressure.   Leakage past this piston
is drained away to the tail race, and by
adjusting the valve on the supply pipe s
the upward  pressure may be regulated
with great nicety.
Any unbalanced load is supported by
the suspension bearing (fig. 13) which is placed on the upper deck. In
this bearing, oil under a pressure of 375 Ib. per square inch is supplied to
the annular chamber c surrounding the bush B, and escapes outwards between
the fixed and rotating disks at D. These disks have an outside diameter of
36 in. and a bearing area of 780 sq. in. Any slight swing or lateral wear
of the shaft is permitted by the spherical bearing of the lower disk.
Thrust Bearings.—The thrust bearing for a horizontal shaft unit is
usually of the simple collar type, incorporated as part of one of the main

